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CMM 01-2020 Conservation and Management Measure for Trachurus murphyi

Submitted by: PERU

Summary and objectives of the proposal:
The purpose of the "CMM 01" (Conservation and Management Measure for Trachurus murphyi (jack mackerel)) is to
ensure the long-term conservation and sustainable use of this resource, as expressed in the introduction of that
document. However, after reviewing the measures related to the catch of jack mackerel, where its distribution extends
to maritime areas under national jurisdiction not covered by paragraph 1 of CMM 01, it can be observed that the
scope of the application of such measures to those areas is not clearly defined. Therefore, considering that not all
members of the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation (SPRFMO) and CNCP, including developing
States, have submitted their waters under national jurisdiction to the area of application of CMM 01, their exercise of
their sovereignty rights could be affected.
In this context , and taking into account the provisions of article 3 (1) (a) (viii) of the Convention, which provides that, on
conservation and management measures, the Commission shall take decisions regarding, in particular, the interests of
developing States and needs of their coastal communities, Peru proposes to include the following text in paragraph 10
of CMM 01:
" XX. Members and CNCPs agree, having regard to the advice of the Scientific Committee, that catches of Trachurus
murphyi in 2020 throughout the range of the stock should not exceed 680,000 tonnes. This is understood in reference
terms, without prejudice to the sovereignty rights that coastal States may exercise in t heir jurisdictional waters, based
on the most available scientific information."

Objective of the proposal:
The proposal aims to clarify the scope of application of the paragraph corresponding to the recommendation with regard
to the scope of distribution of jack mackerel, which is generally contained in paragraph 10 of CMM 01.
Peru, for its own calculation of the catch quota of jack mackerel in its jurisdictional waters, uses the same model applied
by the Scientific Committee of the SPRFMO to calculate the catch quota of the far-north population unit of that resource,
with due regard of the precautionary approach. Its results show that the levels of jack mackerel biomass have remained
stable and above the level of maximum sustainable yield, with an increase in recent years.
It is also considered a fishing mortality rate that does not affect its sustainability, as it is well below the estimated
reference level (FMSY) to achieve maximum sustainable yield. These results are validated with information gathered
during jack mackerel acoustic assessment cruises, conducted in Peruvian jurisdictional waters.
It should be noted that, in Peru, catches of the main pelagic resources depend on their availability, distribution and
concentration, given favorable environmental conditions. For this reason, the pelagic fishery is characterized as a multispecies fishery, since resources such as jack mackerel, mackerel (Trachurus murphyi), mackerel (Scomber japonicus),
bonito (Sardo chiliensis), anchovy (Engraulis ringens) and others pelagic species, are caught alternately. The competent
scientific body therefore recommends catch quotas in general for all resources, and particularly for jack mackerel, based
on the most available scientific information.
Has the proposal financial impacts or influence on the Secretariat work?
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CMM 01-2020
Conservation and Management Measure for Trachurus Murphyi
(Supersedes CMM 01-2019)

The Commission of the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation;
NOTING that the Trachurus murphyi stock remains at very low levels;
CONCERNED in particular with the low levels of the current biomass, historically high fishing mortality,
the need to maintain low fishing mortality, and the high degree of associated uncertainties;
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the outcomes of the stock assessment carried out on 9 to 14 September of 2018
and the advice of the Scientific Committee;
BEARING IN MIND the commitment to apply the precautionary approach and take decisions based on the
best scientific and technical information available as set out in Article 3 of the Convention;
RECOGNISING that a primary function of the Commission is to adopt Conservation and Management
Measures (CMMs) to achieve the objective of the Convention, including, as appropriate, CMMs for
particular fish stocks;
AFFIRMING its commitment to rebuilding the stock of Trachurus murphyi and ensuring its long-term
conservation and sustainable management in accordance with the objective of the Convention;
RECOGNISING the need for effective monitoring and control and surveillance of fishing for Trachurus
murphyi in the implementation of this measure pending the establishment of monitoring, control and
surveillance measures pursuant to Article 27 of the Convention;
RECALLING Articles 4(2), 20(3), 20(4) and 21(2) of the Convention;
RECALLING also Article 21(1) of the Convention;
ADOPTS the following CMM in accordance with Articles 8 and 21 of the Convention:

General Provisions
1.

This CMM applies to fisheries for Trachurus murphyi undertaken by vessels flagged to Members and
Cooperating Non-Contracting Parties (CNCPs) included on the Commission Record of Vessels (CMM 052019) in the Convention Area and, in accordance with Article 20(4)(a)(iii) and with the express consent of
Chile, to fisheries for Trachurus murphyi undertaken by Chile in areas under its national jurisdiction.

2.

Only fishing vessels duly authorised pursuant to Article 25 of the Convention and in accordance with CMM
05-2019 (Record of Vessels) that are flagged to Members and Cooperating Non-Contracting Parties
(CNCPs) shall participate in the fishery for Trachurus murphyi in the Convention Area.

3.

This CMM is not to be considered a precedent for future allocation decisions.
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Effort management
4.

Relevant Members and CNCPs shall limit the total gross tonnage (GT)1 of vessels flying their flag and
participating in the fishing activities described in Article 1, (1)(g)(i) and (ii) of the Convention in respect of
the Trachurus murphyi fisheries in the Convention Area to the total tonnage of their flagged vessels that
were engaged in such fishing activities in 2007 or 2008 or 2009 in the Convention Area and as set out in
Table 1 of CMM 1.01 (Trachurus murphyi; 2013). Such Members and CNCPs may substitute their vessels
as long as the total level of GT for each Member and CNCP does not exceed the level recorded in that
Table.

Catch management
5.

In 2019 the total catch of Trachurus murphyi in the area to which this CMM applies in accordance with
paragraph 1 shall be limited to 531,061 tonnes. Members and CNCPs are to share in this total catch in the
tonnages set out in Table 1 of this CMM.

6.

Catches will be attributed to the flag State whose vessels have undertaken the fishing activities described
in Article 1 (1)(g)(i) and (ii) of the Convention.

7.

In the event that a Member or CNCP reaches 70% of its catch limit set out in Table 1, the Executive
Secretary shall inform that Member or CNCP of that fact, with a copy to all other Members and CNCPs.
That Member or CNCP shall close the fishery for its flagged vessels when the total catch of its flagged
vessels is equivalent to 100% of its catch limit. Such Member or CNCP shall notify promptly the Executive
Secretary of the date of the closure.

8.

The provisions of this CMM are without prejudice to the right of Members and CNCPs to adopt measures
limiting vessels flying their flag and fishing for Trachurus murphyi in the Convention Area to catches less
than the limits set out in Table 1. In any such case, Members and CNCPs shall notify the Executive
Secretary of the measures, when practicable, within 1 month of adoption. Upon receipt, the Executive
Secretary shall circulate such measures to all Members and CNCPs without delay.

9.

By 31 December each year a Member or CNCP may transfer to another Member or CNCP all or part of its
entitlement to catch up to the limit set out in Table 1, without prejudice to future agreements on the
allocation of fishing opportunities, subject to the approval of the receiving Member or CNCP. When
receiving fishing entitlement by transfer, a Member or CNCP may either allocate it domestically or
endorse arrangements between owners participating in the transfer. Members and CNCPs receiving
fishing entitlements by transfer who have consented to a total allowable catch that will apply throughout
the range of the fishery resource under Art 20(4)(a)(iii) may pursue those entitlements in the Convention
Area and in their areas under their national jurisdiction. Before the transferred fishing takes place, the
transferring Member or CNCP shall notify the transfer to the Executive Secretary for circulation to
Members and CNCPs without delay.

10. Members and CNCPs agree, having regard to the advice of the Scientific Committee, that catches of

Trachurus murphyi in 2020 throughout the range of the stock should not exceed 680,000 tonnes. This is
understood in reference terms, without prejudice to the sovereignty rights that coastal States may
exercise in their jurisdictional waters, based on the most available scientific information.

1In

the event that GT is not available, Members and CNCPs shall utilise Gross Registered Tonnage (GRT) for the purposes
of this CMM.
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Data collection and reporting
11. Members and CNCPs participating in the Trachurus murphyi fishery shall report in an electronic format

the monthly catches of their flagged vessels to the Secretariat within 20 days of the end of the month, in
accordance with CMM 02-2018 (Data Standards) and using templates prepared by the Secretariat and
available on the SPRFMO website.
12. The Executive Secretary shall circulate monthly catches, aggregated by flag State, to all Members and

CNCPs on a monthly basis.
13. Except as described in paragraph 11 above, each Member and CNCP participating in the Trachurus

murphyi fishery shall collect, verify, and provide all required data to the Executive Secretary, in accordance
with CMM 02-2018 (Data Standards) and the templates available on the SPRFMO website, including an
annual catch report.
14. The Executive Secretary shall verify the annual catch reports submitted by Members and CNCPs against

the submitted data (tow-by-tow in the case of trawlers, and set by set or trip by trip in the case of purseseine fishing vessels). The Executive Secretary shall inform Members and CNCPs of the outcome of the
verification exercise and any possible discrepancies encountered.
15. Members and CNCPs participating in the Trachurus murphyi fisheries shall implement a vessel monitoring

system (VMS) in accordance with CMM 06-2018 (VMS) and other relevant CMMs adopted by the
Commission.
16. Each Member and CNCP participating in the Trachurus murphyi fishery shall provide the Executive

Secretary a list of vessels2 they have authorised to fish in the fishery in accordance with Article 25 of the
Convention and CMM 05-2019 (Record of Vessels) and other relevant CMMs adopted by the Commission.
They shall also notify the Executive Secretary of the vessels that are actively fishing or engaged in
transhipment in the Convention Area within 20 days of the end of each month. The Executive Secretary
shall maintain lists of the vessels so notified and will make them available on the SPRFMO website.
17. The Executive Secretary shall report annually to the Commission on the list of vessels having actively

fished or been engaged in transhipment in the Convention Area during the previous year using data
provided under CMM 02-2018 (Data Standards).
18. In order to facilitate the work of the Scientific Committee, Members and CNCPs shall provide their annual

national reports, in accordance with the existing guidelines for such reports, in advance of the 2019
Scientific Committee meeting. Members and CNCPs shall also provide observer data for the 2019 fishing
season to the Scientific Committee to the maximum extent possible. The reports shall be submitted to
the Executive Secretary at least one month before the 2019 Scientific Committee meeting in order to
ensure that the Scientific Committee has an adequate opportunity to consider the reports in its
deliberations. Members should notify the Executive Secretary in the event they will not be submitting an
annual report together with the reasons for not doing so.
19. In accordance with Article 24(2) of the Convention, all Members and CNCPs participating in the Trachurus

murphyi fishery shall provide a report describing their implementation of this CMM in accordance with
the timelines specified in CMM 10-2019 (Compliance Monitoring Scheme). On the basis of submissions
received the CTC shall develop a template to facilitate future reporting. The implementation reports will
be made available on the SPRFMO website.
20. The information collected under paragraphs 11, 13 and 18, and any stock assessments and research in

respect of Trachurus murphyi fisheries shall be submitted for review to the Scientific Committee. The

2Fishing

vessels as defined in Article 1 (1)(h) of the Convention.
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Scientific Committee will conduct the necessary analysis and assessment, in accordance with its SC Multiannual workplan (2019) agreed by the Commission, in order to provide updated advice on stock status
and recovery.
21. Contracting Parties and CNCPs, as port States, shall, subject to their national laws, facilitate access to their

ports on a case-by-case basis to reefer vessels, supply vessels and vessels fishing for Trachurus murphyi
in accordance with this CMM. Contracting Parties and CNCPs shall implement measures to verify catches
of Trachurus murphyi caught in the Convention Area that are landed or transhipped in its ports. When
taking such measures, a Contracting Party or CNCP shall not discriminate in form or fact against fishing,
reefer or supply vessels of any Member or CNCP. Nothing in this paragraph shall prejudice the rights,
jurisdiction and duties of these Contracting Parties and CNCPs under international law. In particular,
nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to affect:
a) the sovereignty of Contracting Parties and CNCPs over their internal, archipelagic and territorial

waters or their sovereign rights over their continental shelf and in their exclusive economic zone;
b) the exercise by Contracting Parties and CNCPs of their sovereignty over ports in their territory in

accordance with international law, including their right to deny entry thereto as well as adopt more
stringent port State measures than those provided for in this CMM and other relevant CMMs
adopted by the Commission.
22. Until the Commission adopts an Observer Programme in accordance with Article 28 of the Convention,

all Members and CNCPs participating in the Trachurus murphyi fishery shall ensure a minimum of 10%
scientific observer coverage of trips for trawlers and purse seiners flying their flag and ensure that such
observers collect and report data as described in CMM 02-2018 (Data Standards). In the case of the
flagged vessels of a Member or CNCP undertaking no more than 2 trips in total, the 10% observer
coverage shall be calculated by reference to active fishing days for trawlers and sets for purse seine
vessels.

Cooperation in respect of fisheries in adjacent areas under national jurisdiction
23. Members and CNCPs participating in Trachurus murphyi fisheries in areas under national jurisdiction

adjacent to the area to which this CMM applies in accordance with paragraph 1, and Members and CNCPs
participating in Trachurus murphyi fisheries in the area to which this CMM applies, shall cooperate in
ensuring compatibility in the conservation and management of the fisheries. Members and CNCPs
participating in Trachurus murphyi fisheries in areas under national jurisdiction adjacent to the area to
which this CMM applies are invited to apply the measures set out in paragraphs 11-22, insofar as they are
applicable, to vessels associated with the Trachurus murphyi fisheries in their areas under national
jurisdiction. They are also requested to inform the Executive Secretary of the Conservation and
Management Measures in effect for Trachurus murphyi in areas under their national jurisdiction.

Special requirements of developing States
24. In recognition of the special requirements of developing States, in particular small island developing

States and territories and possessions in the region, Members and CNCPs are urged to provide financial,
scientific and technical assistance, where available, to enhance the ability of those developing States and
territories and possessions to implement this CMM.
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Review
25. This Measure shall be reviewed by the Commission in 2020. The review shall take into account the latest

advice of the Scientific Committee and the CTC, and the extent to which this CMM, CMM 1.01 (Trachurus
murphyi, 2013), CMM 2.01 (Trachurus murphyi, 2014), CMM 3.01 (Trachurus murphyi; 2015), CMM 4.01
(Trachurus murphyi, 2016), CMM 01-2017 (Trachurus murphyi) and CMM 01-2018 (Trachurus murphyi)
as well as the Interim Measures for pelagic fisheries of 2007, as amended in 2009, 2011 and 2012, have
been complied with.
26. Without prejudice to Members and CNCPs without an entitlement in Table 1 and the rights and

obligations specified in Article 20(4)(c) and having regard to paragraph 10, the percentages included in
Table 2 will be used by the Commission as a basis for the allocation of Member and CNCPs’ catch limits
from 2018 to 2021 inclusive.
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Table 1: Tonnages in 2019 fishery as referred to in paragraph 5.
Member / CNCP
Chile
China
Cook Islands
Cuba
Ecuador (HS)
European Union
Faroe Islands
Korea
Peru (HS)
Russian Federation
Vanuatu

Tonnage

Total

680 000

Table 2: Percentages3 related to the catches referred to in paragraph 10.
Member / CNCP
Chile
China
Cook Islands
Cuba
Ecuador (HS)
European Union
Faroe Islands
Korea
Peru (HS)
Russian Federation
Vanuatu

3

%
64.5638
6.3477
0.0000
0.2231
0.2391
6.1086
1.1087
1.2822
2.0284
3.2825
4.6738

These percentages shall apply from 2018 to 2021 inclusive.
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